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Abstract. This paper describes the significant enhancements in team
BahiaRT since RoboCup 2022. We describe our work about setplays
learning from demonstration. We also our efforts to enhance our team’s
skills such as walking and kicking. We are also launching a new initia-
tive to develop a new base code from scratch using software engineering
approaches and programming best practices.

1 Introduction

Bahia Robotics Team (BahiaRT) has experienced a continuous evolution in
RoboCup competitions in recent years. In the world championship, BahiaRT
ranked fifth in 2014, sixth in 2017, and fourth in 2015, 2016, 2018, and 2019.
In 2021, the team ranked in the 9th position. In 2022, we also won 3rd place in
the Technical Challenge. We were also Champions(in 2015) and runner-up(2016
and 2021) of the Portuguese RoboCup Open competition in the last years. We
won nine editions of the Brazilian Robotics Competition from 2013 to 2021 and
2nd place in 2022.

The delay in finishing some vital research projects explains the performance
decrease in the last two years. We made the last enhancement on robots’ skills
over five years ago. We are now working on kicking optimization using recent
state-of-the-art deep learning approaches. We finished a long-term project about
setplays learning from demonstration described in section 2. In section 3, we
describe the current status of our walking optimization project. We plan to
finish this project before RoboCup 2023 and run with a new walking skill during
the competition. Also, our project about kicking optimization is described in
section 4.

Since 2013, BahiaRT has used a source base code, named FCPBase 2013, as
part of an international scientific cooperation partnership with team FC Portugal
from the Universities of Aveiro and Porto in Portugal. However, last year, we
launched a new project to develop our base code from scratch. The old base
presents some bugs that are hard to identify and fix. So we decided it was time
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to use a completely new base code. In section 5, we describe the current status of
the new base code development. We are not sure if it will be ready for RoboCup
2023, but we expect to get an earlier version before it.

2 Learning Setplays from Demonstration

The solution to the problem of learning setplays from demonstrations of hu-
man spectators was divided into three stages, as illustrated in Figure 1. In the
first stage, volunteers are expected to watch the Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
BahiaRT using a version of RoboViz modified in this work, taking breaks in situ-
ations that they consider that the robots simulated in BahiaRT had an unwanted
collective behavior, or underperform. The scenes captured in stage 1 are taken
to stage 2, where Learning from Demonstration (LfD) takes place. To support
the first stage, we selected a subset of features present in the BahiaRT world
model [14].

In the second stage, the Strategy Planner (SPlanner) [4] tool was changed
so that it can be used effectively as a demo generator in the Soccer Simulation
3D (3DSSIM) environment, making it able to start a new setplay from the scene
captured in RoboViz. The BahiaRT setplays collecting toolkit used to collect and
build a setplays dataset is described in a previous work [16].

Fig. 1: Learning Setplays from Demonstration: complete solution split into three
stages.

We developed a fuzzy clustering engine in the third stage to organize the
dataset by setplays similarity. This is important to turn the dataset able to be
used by agents in real-time and to deal with semantic equivalence[15][12].

The clustered dataset is used by a deep reinforcement learning solution based
on algorithm Deep Q-Network (DQN) [6] to learn a setplays selection policy.

FCPortugal Setplays Framework (FSF) [7] uses a setplays manager based on
the approach of Case-based Reasoning (CBR) [18]. This approach builds a case
history from the agents’ use of setplays. The team BahiaRT extends the FSF
to support setplays execution [11]. However, the CBR solution is not scalable
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to a large dataset of setplays. We used a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)
strategy to learn a new setplays selection policy to choose one of the dataset
clusters. So, the CBR applies to the setplays in the selected cluster. The complete
solution is exhibited in Figure 2a.

(a) BahiaRT’s new architecture using the
learned setplays selection Policy imple-
mented in a Deep Q-Network.

(b) BahiaRT’s training architecture uses
BahiaRT Gym

Fig. 2: DQN solution to learn and execute a new setplays selection policy.

The strategy uses the DQN algorithm using a Deep Q-Network to represent
the learned policy. The DQN receives the clustered dataset and the properties
from BahiaRT’s world model as input and generates a cluster number as output.
The CBR loads the setplays definitions of this cluster and selects the best setplay
to use in the current situation.

We use Open AI Gym [3] for training the Deep Q Network and the DQN
implementation in stable baselines 3 [9]. Figure 2b shows the complete training
architecture.

As Open AI Gym does not offer a 3DSSIM environment, we developed our
environment named BahiaRT Gym [16]. This environment is uncoupled from the
BahiaRT team’s code. Any 3D Soccer Simulation team can use BahiaRT Gym for
DRL experiments. Both single-agent and multi-agent training are available. All
perceptions sent by the simulator to the agents and the actions sent from agents
to the simulator are public in BahiaRT Gym for use in the observation space
or reward calculus. BahiaRT Gym also connects the agents to send exploratory
actions during training. The observation space used for training the setplays
selection policy is defined from the results of preliminary experiments [14] and
the results of the setplays files collected using the BahiaRT Setplays Collecting
Toolkit [16].

The complete results of the assessment of the trained setplays selection pol-
icy are published in a previous work [13]. The results showed evidence that
using LfD to collect demonstrations of setplays using a crowdsourcing strategy
and training a setplays selection policy can enhance the team’s overall perfor-
mance. However, we detected some bugs in the execution of setplays by the
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team BahiaRT that interfered with the results. We are currently working on
fixing these bugs to repeat the training process. We estimate to finish the new
training before RoboCup 2023.

3 Walking optimization

The first goal of this optimization is to change the current walking model of the
BahiaRT team from the cart table to the inverted pendulum model (IPM). In
the cart table model, the Center of Mass (CoM) in the single support phase,
when the robot is balanced on only one foot, describes the motion as a car of
mass m, representing the agent’s CoM, balanced on a table of negligible mass,
as you can see in the Fig 3.

Fig. 3: Cart Table Model[15].

The first reason for changing the cart table model to the IPM is the height
of the CoM. In the cart table, the CoM height is always the same, not changing
during the movement of the robot. The result of this invariance is that the robot
knee must be bent during the movement to keep the hip height constant. this
movement can double the energetic cost of walking[2]. The second reason is that
the cart table is a 2D model and the IPM is a 3D model, that is, the IPM can
make movements of walking sideways with more speed and fluidity.

To make this change, we need to change aspects of the calculation of the
walking model. We will use the planned feet positions and Zero-moment point
(ZMP) trajectory to calculate the vertical and horizontal CoM trajectories to
generate a 3D CoM trajectory. We need to calculate the vertical CoM trajectory
using a Fourier basis function(see equation (1)). The coefficients β0, β1 and β2
of the equation (1) are established through reinforcement learning training using
the Open IA GyM tool to define optimal values for them. A better view of this
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training cycle can be seen in figure 4. A point that should be highlighted is that
logic was created to analyze the height of the vertical CoM, this height value is
obtained by understanding the limits of the NAO model, taking the maximum
value of the height of its CoM in vertical, when the robot is completely standing,
and when the robot is at the lowest point of its CoM in vertical when the legs are
open forming a triangle, this value was calculated obtaining a minimum value
of 0.17 and a maximum height value of 0.22. A negative weight was created in
the reward when the CoM value exceeds these thresholds.

With the Vertical CoM value set. The position and acceleration are dis-
cretized with a small time step to generate the horizontal CoM. So, a tridiago-
nal system for the given IPM differential equation is solved[5]. We will use the
Thomas algorithm to solve this tridiagonal system. This algorithm is a simplifi-
cation of the Gauss elimination to solve tridiagonal equations.

F (t) = β0 + β1cos(
2πt

L
) + β2cos(

4πt

L
) (1)

Fig. 4: Reinforcement Learning Vertical CoM Model

After the implementation of the IPM, we will use reinforcement learning
to optimize the parameters of the IPM for better results and efficiency. Then,
we intend to do a walking model from scratch using reinforcement learning(see
Figure 5).
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Fig. 5: Reinforcement Learning Walking[15].

4 Kicking optimization

Optimizing the BahiaRT team kicking skills is one of the projects in development
for 2023. There are currently two kick types, one static for long distances that
takes a few seconds to prepare and one dynamic for medium distances, which is a
little bit faster, but usually leads to more falls. The original idea was to optimize
the kicking parameters for both kicks to make them faster and more reliable to
use. Still, ever since we started searching for state of the art in humanoid robot-
kicking skills development while also working on the BahiaRT Gym environment,
we decided to create new skills from scratch using Deep Reinforcement Learning.
Throughout our research, it became clear that DRL is the way to go when
dealing with learning new skills for our humanoid robots since many other teams
participating in RoboCup have been using it for the past few years as well, such
as FCPortugal[1] and MagmaOffenburg[17]

Our idea is to use the agents’ perceptors, such as the vision of objects, the
force sensors on the feet, and the joints’ velocities, as parts of the observation
space. We intend to feed this information into a neural network using Stable
Baselines 3[10] alongside PyTorch[8] and use the output as speed values for the
joints as the action space. While the details about the neural network algorithm
are still in discussion since this is ongoing work in its early development stages,
we already have an idea for our first reward model, which prioritizes stability
and speed over accuracy at first. However, it still needs some work and testing.
Nonetheless, we expect to have new and optimized kicks by the RoboCup 2023
event.

5 New Base Code

Since 2013, our team has been working on the same code base, which was im-
plemented many times by the authors who passed in our team without any con-
vention or standardization, causing bugs and making the code faulty. Aiming
to solve these two problems and build a stronger, cleaner code utilizing modern
C++, we decided to implement a new code base.
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This is a general structure of the code:

Fig. 6: Shows the high-level architecture of the new base code

Above there are three central namespaces AgentModel, NetworkModel, and
CoordinationModel.

AgentLaunch is a class responsible for initializing the agents in the server
jointly with the main function.

In the AgentModel we work with the classes which build a world model,
parsing the messages sent by the server, as well as S-expressions and world
state, including the agent’s perception of the world, which encompasses the world
object’s position, like agents, ball, flags, and goalposts, beside the capture of the
general progress of the match: game time, scoreboard and play mode. On this
namespace, the single action decision is also made by the agent.

NetworkModel is a piece in which the connection between the agent and
server is established. Here are the sockets of the protocol TCP/UDP. Alternative
connections to RoboViz (for debugging purposes and training) and BahiaRT
Gym (for training purposes) are also supported by NetworkModel.

Finally, the CoordinationModel refers to coordination between our team’s
agents, as the strategies used in different scenarios, or the team formation.

5.1 Network Model

The Network Model is responsible for providing basic and low-level socket com-
munication, primarily enabling a reliable TCP/UDP channel between the target
server and the Network Model’s client. This involves managing and handling
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message exchanges for both sending and receiving. Although the sockets for the
local inter-process communication field already have a big and well-structured
variety of open-source libraries accessible to use, the team decided to develop
an exclusive library from Unix native sockets to ensure proper management of
the communication between server and team agents. The ultimate aim was to
create a code base that is fully understandable and easy to maintain.

The Network Model is structured around the NetworkManager namespace,
which contains the classes Socket, TcpSocket, and UdpSocket. The structure
inside NetworkManager can be illustrated by Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Communication architecture of the new base code

The NetworkManager namespace uses inheritance from pure virtual classes.
The Socket class is a pure virtual class that defines pattern functions and data
members inherited by the TcpSocket and UdpSocket classes.

The TcpSocket class establishes a TCP connection between agents and the
endpoint. To achieve this, the class handles sending and receiving messages to
ensure smooth and efficient communication. During matches, the agents must
rely on the TcpSocket class to interact with the server, as it provides the neces-
sary functions to establish a reliable end-to-end connection between the server
and agents and coordinate message exchanges.

Similarly, the UdpSocket class stands in charge of providing a UDP trans-
mission channel between agents and the server. Unlike TCP, UDP does not
establish a connection before transmitting data, making it a faster protocol and
optimizing data transfer. During test matches, the UdpSocket functions must
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be required by agents for sending messages to the RoboViz, which is used for
debugging purposes.

Testing the new Network Model also enables us to fix an old bug in our legacy
base code. We used to send the message size as an integer hard-copied in the TCP
buffer. But the server can not support this format. Only the agentProxy could
deal with this kind of message. For this reason, our team couldn´t connect the
server without using agentProxy. Now, we are converting the message size to a
string type, and the team can connect the server even without using agentProxy.

5.2 World Model

The WorldModel is a package inside the AgentModel namespace in the first-
level architecture (figure 6). Its primary and general objective is to concisely
interpret, build and serve to store the world’s information, which will feed the
yet-to-be-created classes. It is currently under active development by the team.
As of now, it has three different main modules.

Fig. 8: Initial class diagram proposal for the World Model package.

The first module is called SExpression - a data structure that is able to receive
and translate the server message from and to a token/value tree. Following,
there is the Parser that reads the s-expression data and respectively updates the
elements inside the last class, which is called WorldState - this class is the holder
of the game’s current information.

Even though research has revealed ready-made, open-source s-expression li-
braries, the team decided to create an authorial one from scratch. It should
enforce code awareness, reasonable programming practices, and a better main-
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tainable, flexible, and adaptable resulting module for possible upcoming parsing
structure and code usage changes.
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